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Why is spelling important? 

Aside from being given marks for spelling in exams, learning to spell is extremely useful if we want 

to become confident readers and writers. At key stage four, you will need to express your thoughts 

and ideas coherently. Taking time to think about spelling can interrupt the flow of your thoughts, 

taking you away from what we want you to be thinking about: your choice of words and how you 

construct those words into sentences that communicate exactly what you want to say.  

Being a great speller makes you a more effective communicator, allowing you to share your own 

thoughts and ideas with the world! The words in this booklet have been chosen as they are Tier 2 

words. These words are often found in exam papers and in textbooks for key stage four, so it is 

imperative that you know and understand them.   



 

Use this card to practice your weekly spellings. First, look carefully at the word. Study its shape and 

the order of the letters. Then, cover the spelling; try to see it in your mind’s eye. Attempt to write the 

spelling out. Check your work- have you missed a letter? Got letters mixed up or jumbled? Try again. 

Even if you get it right first time, practice makes perfect. Fill in the grid to ensure you are ready for 

your test in tutor time.  
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Week 1 Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1. sector     

2. available      

3. process     

4. individual      

5. specific     

6. estimate     

7. variables      

8.  procedure      

9.  interpretation     

10. legislation      

Challenge Words      

 Constitutional      

 Environmental      

Week 2-  Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1.  community      

2.  resident     

3.  aspects     

4.  features     

5.  distinction       

6.  achieve     

7.  categories      

8.  consequences     

9.  equations       

10. acquisition      

Challenge Words      

Consequences     

Presumption      
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Week 3  Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1.Decades      

2. ideology      

3. successive      

4. termination      

5.  accumulation      

6.  arbitrary     

7.  ambiguous      

8.  contemporary       

9.  infrastructure     

10. minimises     

Challenge Words      

Nebulous       

Conglomerate       

Week 4 Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1. exploitation      

2. abandon      

3. appendix     

4. appreciation      

5. accompany      

6. guidelines     

7. deviation      

8. contradiction      

9. juxtaposition      

10.predominantly     

Challenge Words     

Austerity     

 Profligate     



Unstressed Vowels  
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Week 5 Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1. concurrent     

2. ethical     

3.  coherence     

4.  mediation      

5. protocol     

6. supplementary     

7.  violation     

8.  integrity     

9.  adjacent     

10. colleagues     

Challenge Words      

Peripatetic     

Apoplectic     

Week 6 Attempt 1 Attempt 2  Attempt 3 Attempt 4  

1. concurrent      

2.  ethical     

3.  exploitation     

4.  ideology     

5.  protocol     

6.   guidelines     

7.   deviation     

8.   contradiction     

9.  equations     

10.  legislation     

Challenge Words      

Apoplectic     

Profligate     



 

 

 

 

 

 


